Memorandum

TO: Director, FBI (2-1622)

FROM: SAC, Miami (2-156) (P)

SUBJECT: ROLANDO ARCADIO MASFERRER ROJAS
IS - HAITI - CUBA
RA - HAITI - CUBA
NM - HAITI

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

Re Miami airtel and letterhead memorandum dated 8/18/67.

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten (10) copies of a letterhead memorandum regarding the current activities of Masferrer. An extra copy is furnished for transmittal to Legat, Santo Domingo, in view of their interest in this matter.

Copies of the letterhead memorandum are being disseminated locally to INS, CIA, Coast Guard, Customs, Border Patrol, USAFAD and State Department (Cuban Affairs), all Miami, Florida, and to 11th M. I. Group, Orlando, Florida, Customs, Key West, Florida, NISO, Charleston, S. C., and OSi, Robins AFB, Georgia.

CLASS. & EXP. BY SBWALMS
REASON-FCIM 16, 1-2-4-2
DATE OF REVIEW 7/12/67

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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MM T-3 is MM 847-S.

MM T-4 is Key Source EVELIO ALPIZAR. X (U)

MM T-5 is MM 635-S.

MM T-6 is MM 833-C.

Miami will continue to follow the activities of MASFERRER and his associates through appropriate sources.